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ABSTRACT

Many recent video applicationsÐincluding trafficmonitoring, drone

analytics, autonomous driving, and virtual realityÐrequire piecing

together, combining, and operating overmany related video streams.

Despite the massive data volumes involved and the need to jointly

reason (both spatially and temporally) about these videos, current

techniques to store and manipulate such data are often limited to

file systems and simple video processing frameworks that reason

about a single video in isolation.

We present Apperception, a new type of database management

system optimized for geospatial video applications. Apperception

comes with an easy to use data model to reason about multiple

geospatial video data streams, and a programming interface for

developers to collectively reason about the entities observed in

those videos. Our demo will let users write queries over video using

Apperception and retrieve (in real-time) both metadata and rendered

video data. Users can also compare results and observe speedups

achieved by using Apperception.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cameras are proliferating throughout our world (e.g., on mobile

devices, city-wide camera networks, drones, and autonomous vehi-

cles), and as a result we are accumulating an ever-increasing amount

of geospatial video data.For users and service providers who oper-

ate on this data, managing and querying it is becoming increasingly

challenging, especially given that existing mechanisms to do so are
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limited to video processing libraries (e.g., FFmpeg [9]) and recent

video database management systems [1, 4, 7] that typically operate

on single video streams.

Querying data from multiple video streams remains a challeng-

ing task as existing systems either operate on each video stream

independently or attempt to operate on multiple videos by trading

off resources and accuracy [8]. For instance, consider building a

3D scene reconstruction application that takes in video streams

that capture the same object from multiple angles. To develop such

an application using existing VDBMSs, users must write code that

manually reads in multiple videos from the VDBMS, selects the

video frames of interest from the various streams, merges frames

using a reconstruction algorithm, and inserts the reconstructed

result back into the VDBMS. Doing so requires developers to un-

derstand how the VDBMS represents video data once loaded into

memory, devise their own data structures to store multiple video

streams, and manually invoke object recognition and reconstruc-

tion algorithms. Furthermore, developers must tediously tune their

data structures and implementation if application performance is

suboptimal, which is likely the case given the many libraries and

frameworks that are involved. Such a development flow is time-

consuming and tedious.

In this paper, we describe the prototype and demonstration of a

new geospatial video DBMS called Apperception. Building on our

earlier vision paper [7], Apperception frees developers from the

need to construct their ownmulti-video representation and process-

ing algorithms. Apperception takes in videos containing geospatial

information (i.e., when and where they were taken) and organizes

them into a four-dimensional (i.e., spatial and temporal) world. Users

manipulate and query video data stored in Apperception’s worlds

using a fluent Python application programming interface (API), and

Apperception provides results in common video and image formats.

This paper presents a demonstration of Apperception. Our demo

comes with a web interface representing an implementation of

an AMBER Alert application for vehicle tracking (to be described

in Section 2.1). Through this interface, users ingest different video

datasets into Apperception and select a vehicle to locate and op-

tionally specify spatiotemporal constraints. The interface will then

submit the query to Apperception and (i) overlay the located ve-

hicle’s trajectory on a map, and (ii) show video cropped to the

selected object. The key technical contribution of our system and

the focus of this demonstration is the query language that provides

the ability to easily query objects in a multi-camera world.
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